Class-VII

SANT SHRI ASARAMJI PUBLIC SCHOOL SIKANDRA, AGRA
Holiday Home Work (2016-17)

Subject:- Science
Q.1
Make a simple circuit working model.
Subject:- Hindi

Subject Teacher: Mridula Singh
Contact Number: 9761418063
Subject:- English
Q.1
Learn out the F.A. IV syllabus from you (Lit) notebook and write it.
Q.2
Learn all verb form from your grammar book. (Write also)
Q.3
Learn/ write essay composition from your notebook.
Q.4
Learn/write letter composition from your notebook.
Q.5
Make a file and write a two topic in it (out school and an India is a land of festival)
Q.6
Repeat all the grammar exercise from the grammar book.
Q.7
Find out the difficult words from the (Lit) book.
Q.8
Do one page writing daily.
Subject Teacher: Chanu Yadav
Contact Number: 8445947662
Subject:- Social Science
Q.1
Which are the two factors an which the growth of vegetation mostly depends?
Q.2
Which are the three broad categories of natural vegetation?
Q.3
In which part of the world are tropical deciduous forest is found?
Q.4
Name the two hard wood trees commonly found in tropical evergreen forest.
Q.5
Mention the uses of coniferous forest.
Q.6
In which part of the world is seasonal grassland is found?
Q.7
What are the main four means of transport?
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Q.8
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Q.11

SANT SHRI ASARAMJI PUBLIC SCHOOL SIKANDRA, AGRA
Holiday Home Work (2016-17)

What do you understand by the term settlement?
What is mean media?
What do you understand by communication?
Mention any two merits of railways.
Subject Teacher: Shyam Sunder Pandey
Contact Number: 9897223419

Subject:- Math
Prepare chart of formule related to area & perimeter of 2-D shapes.
Practice Ex- 15(A) Q. 1, 2, 6, 12
Practice Ex- 15(B) Q. 1, 3, 8
Practice Ex- 15(C) Q. 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17
Practice Ex- 17(A) Q. 2, 5, 9, 12
Practice Ex- 17(B) Learn the properties of 3-D shapes.
Practice Ex- 20(A) Q. 2, 5, 7, 10, 11
Practice Ex- 20(B) Q. 1, 3, 5, 11
Practice Ex- 20(C) Q. 1, 6, 7, 13
Practice Ex- 20(D) Q. 4, 13, 15
Practice Ex- 20(E) Q. 4, 7, 10, 13, 17, 20
Practice Ex- 20(AF) Q. 7, 8, 10, 12
Subject Teacher: Tanmay
Contact Number: 8273737836
Subject:- Computer
Q.1
Program to print in Q Basic language to first five odd numbers?
Q.2
Write a program in Q Basic to print the table from 20 to 17.
Q.3
Write a program in Q Basic to print numbers starting from 30 and then with a decreasing value
of 5.
Q.4
Write a program in Q Basic to print number between 25 and 5 with a decreasing step of 5?
Q.5
WAP in Q Basic to print table of 12 (Upto 5 time only)
Q.6
Write a program in Q Basic to display your name nine times on the screen
Q.7
Fill in the blanks.
(a)
Constants are the values that do not change during the execution a ___________
(b)
A variable is meaningful name of data storage location in ___________
(c)
A __________ is a sequence of characters enclosed with in double quotes.
(d)
Press ________ to run the program.
(e)
_________ stands for clear Screen and is used to clear the screen.
(f)
_________ statement is used to display any message.
(g)
_________ command is used to enter the value while the program is being executed.
(h)
The _________ command tells Q Basic that the program ends.
(i)
In year _________ designed the BASIC.
(j)
The amount of pixels per unit area on the screen is called its ____________
(k)
_________ statement is used to draw a straight line.
(l)
There can be maximum of ____________ within a loop.
(m)
Looping technique reduces the number of _____________
(n)
Mod function is used to find there mainder after._________
Subject Teacher: Sunil Sir
Contact Number: 8445279828

